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ON PROPERTIES OF OSCILLATORY 
SOLUTIONS OF NON-LINEAR 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
OF THE n-TH ORDER 
M. BARTUSEK 
Department of Applied Mathematics, Fac. of Science, University of J. E. Pvrkyne 
Jandckovo nam. 2a, 662 95 Brno, Czechoslovakia 
Consider the differential equation 
(1) y ( n ) = f(t,y y ( n T l ) ) , n > 2 
where f : D - R is continuous, L> = R+ X R
n, R + = [ 0 , ° ° ) , R = (-°°,°°), 
there exists a number a e {0,1} such that 
(2) (-l)af (t,xlf . . . ,x )x > 0 in D. 
Definition. The solution of (1) defined on R is called proper if 
y is not trivial in any neighbourhood of °°. The solution of (1) 
defined on [0,b) is called non-continuable if either b = °° or b < °° 
n-1 (i) 
and Ely (t) I = °° . 
i = 0 
The solution y of (1) defined on [0,b), b < °° is called oscilla-
tory if there exists a sequence of its zeros tending to b and y is not 
trivial in any left neighbourhood of b. 
Denote the set of all oscillatory solutions of (1), defined on 
[0,b) by 0 [ Q b ). Let 0[Q ^ = 0 and N = {1,2,...}. 
Many papers (see e.g. [6 l) are devoted to the study of conditions 
under which oscillatory solutions exist. But the problem of behaviour 
of such solutions for n > 2 is not solved in a suitable way. We touch 
some problems concerning the behaviour of oscillatory solutions. 
I. Definition. The point c € [0,b) is called H-point of y if there 
exist sequences {t,} , {t-I1 of numbers of [0,b) such that 
(tk - c)(tk - c) > o, y(tk) = o, y(tk) * o, k e N. 
In [ 4l some properties of zeros of y € 0r n .. were studied for the 
1 ' ; (i) 
linear case of (1). Especially, it was shown, that every zero of y , 
i = 0,1,...,n-1 is simple in some neighbourhood of +00. This result is 
generalized in [ll for the equation (1) if the interval (0,b) does not 
contain H-points. Moreover, the following statement was proved: 
Theorem 1. Let e.ithe.n n = 2n~, nQ + a. be. odd, ox n be. odd.and let 
y G °10 b)' Th.e.n thene e.xi*t at moht two H-point* in the inte.Kval [0,6). 
пo 
I< tkinz. <ix&6t tu)Q <?ne4 c < c„, tkcn y(t) = 0 on [ c , c ] . 




 + a is even the statement of the theorem 1 is not 
valid as it is shown by the following 
Theorem 2. Ldt n = 2, a = 1. Tfiete zxltt continuous function* 
& : V - K wltk tko. ph.opzn.ty (2), y e Or g ̂  and a. sequence ( T ^ ) ! ot$ 
nambeA.4 4acn -tna£ T, e R , lim x, = °° and x. -t4 tkz H-polnt ojj u. 
P̂ oô J. In [5] it is shown that there exist continuous function 
a : R - (-°°,0) and numbers b £ R , A € (0,1) such that the differen-
A tial equation y'' = a(t)ly(t)| sgn y(t) has an oscillatory solution on 
[0,b) and y( t) = 0 on [b,°°). 
Let T £ [0,b) be an arbitrary zero of y' and denote h = b - T. 
Define a : R - (-°°,0) and y : R - R in the following way: a,y are 
periodic on [ T ,°°) with the period 2h, 
a(t) = a(t), y(t) = y(t) for t e [0,b) 
a(t) = a(2b - t), 7(t) = y(2b - t) for t G [b,b + hi. 
From this, according to y'(x) = 0 we get that a e C (R ), y £ C (R+). 
By use of substitutions t - x, x = 2(b + ih) - t, t G [b + (i - l)h, 
b + ih] , i = 0,1,2,... can be proved that y is a solution of y" = 
= a(t)|y(t)| sgn y(t). As b is H-point of y and y , too, we can put 
T. = b + 2kh, k e N. The theorem is proved. 
n n0 
II. Let nQ be the entire part of -. Put for y G C (R+), m e N 
Jm(t?y} = o ' V ^ ••• 0/T2-/(Tl)dTl-"dTm' J0(t:'-° = -7(t)' t G R+ 
n-nQ-l 
(3) z(tjy) = I (-l)0*1^"1) -ry^, J9,(t?Ly
(i)l2). 
. « n 2(.n-i) zi 
The following Lemma was proved in [ l] : 
Lemma. Let y be a solution o£ (J) dz^lnzd on R and Izt zltkzn. 
n = 2nQ, nQ + a be odd on. n be odd. Tkzn 
l^htty) = E (-i)aS(n"X"1)i/U)('t) + 
+ i (-i) 0 u _ 2nQ)[y ° (t))
2 , 
Z ( n )U,y) = ( - l ) a u ( n ) ( t ) y(t) + 
n +a (n ) 
+ (-1) u [y u (t))Z(n - 2nQ - 1) > 0, t G R+. 
111 
In the present part we shall study the asymptbtic behaviour of 
proper oscillatory solutions of (1) under the assumptions 
(**) n = 2n + l, n e N . 
Definition. Let y e 0 and lim Z(n""1)(t>y) = c. Then y G 01 (y € 
t-*°° 
e 02) if C = oo (c < oo) . 
It is shown in [1] that for y e 0 lim suply(t)| = °° holds. The 
2 t~*°° 
behaviour of y € 0 is different. 
Theorem 3. Let [4] be. valid and le.t contlnaoah ianctlon* g, 
g. : R+ — R, e.xlht hack tkat g(x) > 0 a home, no.lgkboan.kood o& x = 0, 
lim inf g(x) > 0 and 
x-*°° 
(5) a(|xll) < \i(t,xiP...,xn)\ < g1(lx1l) In V 
koldh. Le,t y e 0 . Tken c = 0, lim y * (t) = 0, I = 0,l,...,n-2 and 
yU~1) U boandzd. 
Pn.oo£. Let M £ (0,°°) be a number such that M = min g(x) > 0. 
M<x<°° 
Let D = {t : t e R +, |y(t)| < M), D = R+ - D , y (t) = y(t) for 
t G D., y.(t) = 0 for t e R - D . , i = 1,2. It is clear (by use of (5)) 
1 l oo (n) + 1 
that y G L (R ) , y e L°°( R ) . According to Lemma and (5) 




> M1 0 / ° ° | y 2 ( t ) | d t ? 
0 / ° ° | y
( n ) ( t ) | d t < £ 0r\Y
(
2
n) ( t ) y 2 ( t ) | d t < £ 0/°°| y
( n ) (t)y (t)ldt < 
Thus y 2 € L
X ( R + ) , y 2
n € LX(R+ ) and a c c o r d i n g t o [ 3 , V, §4] and ( 5 ) 
(7 ) | y ( l ) ( t ) l < K < oo, t e R+ , i = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , n - l . 
Le t { t k l 1 / {TkI 1 be s e q u e n c e s , such t h a t 0 < t fc < T R < t k + 1 , l im t k = °°, 
k"*°° 
y ( t k ) = 0 , y ' ( T k ) = 0 , y ( t ) * 0 on ( t ^ , ^ ) , k e N. Then, by use of (6) 
and (7 ) 
00 > n /
0 ° g ( l y ( t ) D l y ( t ) l d t > i I J k g ( l y ( t ) l ) l y ( t ) l l y ' ( t ) l d t < 
0 K k = l fck 
112 
£ ~ E n; g(s)sds . 
K k = l u 
Thus lim y(t) = 0 and according to Kolmogorov-Horny Theorem ([4l, 
t"*°° 
p. 167) and (7) we can conclude that 
(8) lim y(i)(t) = 0 , i = 0,1,2,...,n-2 . 
t-*°° 
Let c * 0. By integration and by use of Lemma we get the existence of 
t e R + such that 
(9) |Z(t;y)| > 4(n-l)» ^ " ^
 t e -t,°°). 
(n ) 
As according to (8) lim y (t) = 0, it follows from (3) that 
|Z(t?y)l < A(t)tn_1, lim A(t) = 0 
t-*°° 
which contradicts to (9). The theorem is proved. 
III. This paragraph contains some remark concerning the existence of 
proper oscillatory solutions of (1). The case a = 0 was investigated in 
[71 . 
Definition. The equation (1) has Property A if every proper 
solution of (1) is oscillatory for n even and is either oscillatory or 
(10) lim y(i)(t) = 0 , 
t-*°° 
i = 0,1,...,n-1 for n odd. The equation (1) has Property A if every 
proper solution is either oscillatory or (10) holds for i = 1,2,... 
...,n-l. 
The following theorem gives us sufficient conditions for the 
existence of proper oscillatory solutions if a = 1. 
Theorem 4. Let a = 1 and botk n,nfi be even [n be odd). Let (7) 
kave Property AQ [Vn.open.ty A1). Let continuous functions k : R+ - R+, 
oo : R+ - (0,°°) exist suck tkat to is non-decreasing, Qf°° ( t ) = °° and 
(11) I i(t,x., .. .,x ) I < hU)u) ( E |x.I) in V 
1 n i=i /L 
kold. Tken every non-continuable solution y o£ (7), satisfying 
z(n-l)(0.^) > Q I* oscillatory and proper. 
Vroo^. Let y be a non-continuable solution of (1) for which 
(12) Z(n"1}(0?y) > 0. 
113 
According to the assumptions of Theorem and [6, Th. 12.ll y is 
either proper or lim y ( t ) = 0, i = 0,1,2,..., n-1. As by virtue of 
t-*°° 
Lemma the function Z (0?y) is non-decreasing, we can conclude 
that y is proper. 
Further, in both cases, it follows from Lemma of Kiguradze 
([5], Lemma 14.1) that in case of y be non-oscillatory lim Z n (t;y)= 
t-*00 
= 0 holds. Thus we get the contradiction to (12) and Lemma. The 
theorem is proved. 
Remark 1. The conditions, under which (1) has Property AQ or A. 
were studied by many authors, see e.g. [ 6l . 
2. For the linear case of (1) the existence of oscillatory 
2 
solutions from the set 0 was proved in [ 5] . 
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